
Improve Results with Wisdom Thinkers Proven Success

Better Tools. Better Results.

A Suite of Culturally Responsive Storytelling Toolkits

Stories to Light Our Way

Social Emotional Learning 
Curriculum & Resources

Flip
For

More
Info

Simply a better way to nurture a more inclusive school climate for all students with 
industry-leading, culturally responsive SEL stories and lessons.

WisdomThinkers’ award-winning storytelling approach with research-based, teacher-designed and tested activities, 
discussions, and lesson plans is easy to implement both in and out of the classroom, including summer school. 

Plus, it provides an engaging and enlightening learning experience that can be internalized by students of all ages.

to Reach Your  
DEI Initiatives

Watch, 
Listen & Learn

Build Caring Create Engaged 
School Communities

Foster Cross-cultural 
Understanding

Nurture Character
& Transform Lives

Contact us to learn more or  
request a free trial today. 1.888.999.2554  |  info@edvistas.com



+
A Class All Its Own
Educational Vistas and Wisdom Thinkers have partnered to provide  
educators with a powerful set of SEL tools and capabilities unlike any other  
in the industry. “Stories to Light Our Way” can change everything about the 
way you teach and the results you can expect from transformative SEL.

• Simple to access remotely and Google compatible

• Implement as a stand-alone or to complement any existing program

• Integrate into any classroom setting or building-wide framework

• Easily internalized by students of all ages

• Helps connect diverse communities from schools to parents to workplaces

•  Aligns and integrates with NYS DEI guidelines, CASEL competencies  
and Character.org strengths

Added Value from Educational Vistas
Augment Wisdom Thinkers Storytelling Toolkit with the support and 
added value of Educational Vistas impressive products to drive SEL 
performance to new heights. Our Social Emotional Learning System 
(SELS) can help manage every aspect of your SEL process, and work in 
tandem with Wisdom Thinkers to seamlessly bridge the gaps between 
the academic and social/emotional needs of all students. And with 
SurVate, EVI’s powerful measurement tool, educators and administrators 
get a clear and complete picture of school climate across multiple fields, 
gaining valuable insight and information to make better decisions and 
optimize strategies. 

 BASIC 
Stories with activities and discussion 
questions for use in both classroom 
and out-of-school settings.

•  12 downloadable multicultural 
stories

• 3 audio ebooks

•  90-minute onboarding plus  
1 check-in

• MP3 audio files

• 3 activities per story

• 5 discussion questions

•  All stories align w/SEL competencies 
& character strengths

 PRO 
Get the entire “Basic” package  along 
with bundled lesson  plans and more.

• Pre-K-2 , 3-5 and 6-8  modules

•  Stories with CCS/Next- Gen 
standards ELA

•  50 lesson plans with exceptional  
ED and ELL adaptations

• 6 hours PD & check-ins

 PREMIUM 
All the best of “Basic” & “Pro”  with 
even more great features.

•  Grade-specific curricula with 120 
sequenced lesson plans for an 
entire year

•  Each with project-based,  
service-learning components

• 12 hours PD & check-ins

•   Custom alignment to existing 
building-wide programs 

SELS™

Social Emotional Learning System

SurVate™

Secure Surveys & Reporting

Contact us to learn more or  
request a free trial today. 1.888.999.2554  |  info@edvistas.com

Three Package Levels to Meet Your Needs

The results of the Pilot Study clearly reveal the power of story to aid students in being able to understand 
universal truths through multi-cultural narratives.   – Fetzer Institute Study

I had no behavior 
referrals this year 
because we were 
able to reference  
and use the themes 
of the stories and 
characters to deal 
with any issues  
that arose.
Autumn Sutton,  
5th Grade Teacher
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